Asymmetric fusion between synthetic di-n-dodecylphosphate vesicles and virus membranes.
The interaction between vesicles, prepared from the synthetic amphiphile di-n-dodecylphosphate (DDP), with Sendai virus membranes was investigated. DDP vesicles fuse in the presence of Ca2+ ('symmetric' fusion). However, in the absence of Ca2+, DDP vesicles and Sendai virus, both displaying a high intrinsic fusion capacity with various target membranes, can also readily fuse with each other ('asymmetric' fusion). Under these conditions, fusion was found not to depend on specific viral proteins. Thus fusion occurs over a broad pH range (3.0-9.0) and is not affected by perturbation of viral protein structure. The overall interaction process was further analyzed with a mass action kinetic model. The analysis reveals that the destabilization and reorganization of the synthetic and viral bilayers are as fast as in pure phospholipid systems. Furthermore, the drastic effect of temperature on the overall reaction appears to be related to an effect of this parameter on fusion itself rather than on vesicle-virus aggregation. This could suggest that protein mobility constraints modulate the fusion reaction. The morphology of the fusion products, which consist of a single virus particle and several DDP vesicles, indicates a bilayer stabilization of the fusion product, rather than formation of tubular structures, as observed for symmetric DDP fusion products. The present results further emphasize the high susceptibility of vesicles composed of synthetic amphiphiles to engage in (protein-mediated) membrane fusion. This bears relevance to their potential application as carriers for biomolecules.